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‘P eopleWyse’ is the name we have given
to the development of emotional
resourcefulness in children through the

cultivation of life coaching skills. The raft of
techniques we explore in our series of articles is
underpinned by a definition of creative thinking
which incorporates the two key elements of:

■ making new connections 
■ looking at things in a number of ways

Encouraging children to link ideas in increasingly
sophisticated ways – i.e. to join up ‘little ideas’
to make more complex ones – turns disparate
items of knowledge into information. Being able
to look at ideas, experiences, problems etc. in a
variety of ways keeps thinking flexible and fresh
and dampens the tendency to use so-called
‘routine’ thinking skills. Such a tendency has

been summed up in the idea that if the only tool
you’ve got is a hammer you’ll treat every problem

you encounter as a nail. Becoming PeopleWyse
means raising children’s awareness of the tools in
their mental toolbox, together with insights into
which tool to use for any particular job. 

The basic definition and principles of creativity
we’re using empower children’s thinking right

If the only tool children
have is a hammer, say
Simon Percival and
Steve Bowkett, they’ll
approach every problem
as a nail. Better, then,
to make sure they’re
furnished with a more
diverse toolkit...

Developing children’s ability tothink more clearly and flexiblyis not an add-on to all of theother things we are expectedto do in the classroom

open mind
keep an
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You can extend the game in several ways:
■ Ask for a reasoned link between three items,
then four, five etc. Invite the children to bring in
an image that can be added day by day to the
selection. This sustains interest in the activity and
raises the creative challenge. Consider using the
linking game as a warm-up to your lessons: it
primes the children to look for meaningful links
between the ideas you present to them and
encourages and strengthens the reasoning
process.
■ Prioritise the items in various ways; for instance
in terms of how important they are on an
individual level. This can lead to the exploration of
personal values. Consider for instance the
difference in values between a child who puts the
butterfly at the top of the list and her friend who
puts money first.
■ Introducing and revisiting metaphor. By Y5-Y6
many children are able to think metaphorically;
understanding that an object can represent an
idea beyond itself (as demonstrated by the child
who said that the box and jigsaw puzzle both
represent a mystery). So, for example, the
comedy-tragedy masks can represent our
emotions, or the idea that our moods and feelings
can change quickly; or the notion that we
sometimes hide our true feelings. The CD can
represent memories insofar as it holds stored
information. The jigsaw pieces might stand for
confusion, human ingenuity, the determination to
reach a solution etc. Links like these become
important again later on in teaching children
coaching skills and ‘PeopleWysdom’ more
generally.
■ You might also use the images in a story
making game. Ask the children to pick two items
from the selection. If they were going to use them
both in a story, what would that story be about?

across the curriculum. Furthermore, developing
children’s ability to think more clearly and flexibly is
not an add-on to all of the other things we are
expected to do in the classroom. Rather it is an
approach that complements the acquisition of
knowledge and the mastery of other skill-sets such
as literacy and numeracy. Ultimately, a creative
thinking agenda will benefit children regardless of
how prescriptive and content laden the curriculum
happens to be.

It’s good to be nosey
Creative thinking can be introduced and
developed by encouraging children to ‘be nosey’
– by noticing things and by asking questions.
These behaviours generate the raw material 
that can then be linked and looked at from 
a multiple perspective.

Activity
1Linking Games
Fig.1 presents the class with a selection of objects
that have been chosen at random. The simplest
way of using the illustration is to invite the children
to choose two objects and make a reasoned link
between them. So –
■ the watch and the hourglass because they both

measure time
■ the Roman helmet and the gun because they

are both used in war
■ the box and the jigsaw puzzle because they are

both mysteries
These responses came from a mixed ability Y5
class. The third one is a more abstract link than the
previous two, so demonstrating that creative
activities can be used across a wide age and ability
range. It’s usually not necessary to differentiate the
materials: differentiation occurs at the outcome
stage, with the children’s own responses.

The story making game described in
activity 1 is useful for prompting
children to ask questions and give
reasons. When a child says ‘I pick the
masks and the money. A guy puts on a
mask and goes to steal some money,’
ask further questions such as –

● Why is he stealing the money?
● Where is the money now?
● How does he hope to get away 

with it?
● Who else is involved in 

the incident?
● What happens next?

This game begins to demonstrate 
the power of open questions and
implicitly at first (although you can
make it explicit) shows that different
open questions elicit different kinds
of information.

ASK CHILDREN TO DELVE A
LITTLE DEEPER...

Good questions

Ask for the basic idea to be summarised in one
or two sentences. What usually happens then
is that another child takes up the challenge
and says he can link three items. His friend
very quickly claims to be able to link four. Thus
the children raise the creative challenge for
themselves, using the energy of
competitiveness in a positive and creative way. 
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Activity2Be sure topay attention
Giving someone your full attention is a key elementof the coaching process. The ‘power to payattention’ also develops children’s self-awareness,an important aspect of any emotionally intelligentbehaviour. There are any number of attentiongames you can try out. Here are a few that we like.■ Tell the children that you will be changingsomething about your classroom each day for thenext week – who will be the first to notice whathas changed when the class comes in nextmorning? You can pitch this at any level ofsubtlety, although we’ve found children enjoyeasily spotting big differences initially and thenincreasingly subtle ones.

■ Ask children to sit quietly, close their eyes andimagine the room they’re in. Ask them toremember one or two details. Pick a child andinvite her to tell you all what she has remembered:the rest of the children are likely then toincorporate those details into their own imaginedscenario. Then ask for volunteers to add theirdetails. After several minutes tell everyone to opentheir eyes and compare their imagined classroomswith the real one. Quite a number of children are

This is a wonderfully calming activity that canalso be used to quieten the class after vigorousmovement, and as a preparation for furtherlearning when their attention is required.

Ideas in this article first appeared inCoaching Emotional Intelligence in theClassroom (2010) by Steve Bowkett andSimon Percival, published by David FultonBooks who have given their kindpermission for material to be reproduced.Artwork by Tony Hitchman.

likely to be surprised at how little they remember.Suggest to them that they can deliberately noticemore things over the coming days, so that whenyou do the noticing game again their imaginedrooms will be much richer.
■ Use video clips or still images of people. Askwhat emotions they are displaying, what moodthey’re in etc. Then say ‘And what clues do younotice that give you this idea?’ Draw out as muchdetail as you can about the subjects’ body posture,facial expression and so on. If the children enjoymiming and role play get them to mimic sadness,happiness, irritation etc. while their classmatesnotice how they do this.

■ Ask children to sit quietly with eyes closed orstaring at the floor. Explain that we can all directand focus our attention. Tell them to –

– Notice the weight and position of your body in the chair.
– Notice the position of your hands.– Notice the feel of the floor underneath your feet.
– Notice any tension in your shoulders. Relax your shoulders.
– Notice your own breathing (without trying tochange its rhythm).
– Notice how still you can be for the next five breaths.

Ask children to closetheir eyes and imaginethe room they’re in.Pick a child and askher to tell you whatshe has remembered 
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tip
We call ‘because’ a sticky word. Whenever a child usesit she needs to stick a reason on the other end.Reinforce the idea through having reasoned argumentsand debates in the classroom. As appropriate, when achild expresses an opinion ask for more – ‘And youbelieve  that because…?’


